An edge-coloration theorem for bipartite graphs, announced in [4], is proved from which some well-known theorems due to Kiinig [S] and the author [2, 31 are deduced. The theorem is further applied to prove the "dual" of a theorem due to Lo&z [6].
Bipartite graphs
All graphs considered below are non-null, finite and have no loops. MuXple edges are permitted.
Let G be a graph with vertex-set V(G) and edge-set E(G). A chain in G is a sequence P =[xo, Al, Xl, A;?, ---,X,-l, A,, x,1 (1.1) where (i) x0, xl, . . . 9 x, E V(G), (ii) Al, &, . . . , A, E E(G), and (iii) hi joins Xi -_, and Xici, 1 s i s r. If X, = x0, then p is called a cvcle in G of length r. A graph is bipartite if it has no cycle of odd length.
I& G be anxl graph. Let k be any non-negative integer and let C; = {a, p, . . _) denote a set of k distinct elements callecl "colors". Any mapping a:E(G)+ C, (1.2)
is called a k-cotoration of G. If i, E E(G) and cr(AJ = cy, then A is called an a-edge. Let CT be any k-c&ration of G. For x E-V(G), ,et V(X, a) denote the number of distinct colors cu such that there is at least one cw-edge incid.ent with X. Obviously, V(X, a) s k. Also, V(X, a) s &(x) wht:re d&x), c:#ed thjz degree of x, is the number of edges incident with x in G. Hence, we Fave
We shali prove the followint;
32. Let cr be a k-colutatbn of G such that zXev (GI u(x, cr) is__l$@g@ @os&&. Since G is finite, such a c exists. Since G is kite, such a chain 1-1 can always be fttund. Now, interchange colors LY and #3 on ail edges' belonging to cc, leaving the colors .of the rest of the edges unchanged and let p be the k-coloration of G so obtained. Since the chain p satisfies (i) or (fi}, it ti easily seen that V(X, p) 2 V(X, O) for all vertices x except possibly when x = G. We Jdow observe that x, cannot coincide with ;I;~. In fact if x, = ~0, then, since there :'r as no p-edge incident with 'x0 with respect to o; lu. would be a cycle of odd kngth in G contradicting the assumption that C: is bipartite. Hence, &xe there were two a-edges incident with x0 with respect to U, r&p)> d~o,Of.
But., then LeV(G) v(x,d(C, EvcG) v(x, p) 3which is contr&ic-tory to the choice of cr. Hence, Q must satisfy (1.4) and the theorem is proved.
Let G be any graph and k be any non-negative integer. A k-colgration o of G may be called "good" if v(x, (T) = min (k, k(x)} for all x E V(G). Tireurem 1.1, then, states that a bipartite graph always has good k-colortitions for all k 3 0.
'The above theorem hdd been &covered by *the author several years ago but was fk& announced in [4] .
In the following sections, we i;~pply Theorem 1.1 to derive some well-known rer;zlts in the theory OF graphs.
Let G Se a graph with vertex-set V(G) and edge-set E(G). It may be noted (see, e.g. [I, p+ 2301) that the above theorem implies the well-known theorem due to Petersen [8] .
Theorems 3.2 and 2.2 were motivated by a problem suggested by Ore 1% problem 4, p+ 21.05 % res~rllts mntained in this section and the previous section were announced in '[2] and are included in [3] .
Let G be a graph with vertex-set V(G) and edge-st:t E(G). A graph 2% is called a factor (spanning subgraph) of G if t"(H) = V(G) and E(H) c E(G). If N and K are factors of G such that E(H) n E(+C'J = p)? E(H)U E(.K) = E(G), then we write G = H+ K and cab it a de&mpositi& of * G.
The following theorem is due t> lCxrv&sz [6].
I)lbsbrem 4.1. Let G-be any graph with m_aximum degree A(G). For any non-
negative integel's h and k with h + ic = A(G)+ 1, there exists a decowapition G=H+K such that d(H)=~h aud A(K&k.
The original proof of Theorem 4.1 setems complicated. A simpler proof, using the Kijnig's Theorem 2.1, was shown LO the author by Bergs. We shall apply Theorem 1.1 to prove the following "dual" of Theorem 4.1. 
(B)= V(K) -V(G), E(B)
consists of precisely those edges of K which have exactly one endpoin: in S and the other in g Clearly, B is a bipartite graph which is a factor of K. Now, we observe that, by our choice of K, S must be independent in K so that for all x E S, 
(N,) = E(H) U El, E(K,) = E(K)-El.
It is now c;csy to verify that the decomposition G = E& + KI meets our requirement with h = I + 1.
Hence, the theorem is proved.
